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Revelation 14:15·· And another angel emerged from the temple1 sanctuary, 
crying with a loud voice to the one seated on the cloud;  Put your 
sickle in and reap, because the hour has come to reap, for the 
harvest of the earth is thoroughly ripe.2 

 Footnote:   Or, the divine habitation (dwelling)  Greek, tou na·ou';  J17, 18, 
22(Hebrew), ha·heh·khal';  the palace (temple) 

 Footnote:   Or;  is dried out 

 [10] - References: 

· Then two men will be in the field, one will be taken along and the 
other be abandoned. (Matthew 24:40) 

· Two women will be grinding at the hand mill, one will be taken 
along and the other be abandoned. (Matthew 24:41) 

· Keep on the watch, therefore, because YOU do not know on what 
day YOUR Lord is coming. (Matthew 24:42) 

· And saying;  Where is this promised presence of his?  Why, from 
the day our forefathers fell asleep in death, all things are 
continuing exactly as from creation’s beginning. (2 Peter 3:4) 

· I am the true vine, and my Father is the cultivator. (John 15:1) 

· But as soon as the fruit permits it, he thrusts in the sickle, 
because the harvesttime has come. (Mark 4:29) 

· And the enemy that sowed them is the Devil.  The harvest is a 
conclusion of a system of things, and the reapers are angels. 
(Matthew 13:39) 

· THRUST in a sickle, for harvest has grown ripe.  Come, descend, for 
the winepress has become full.  The press vats actually overflow, 
for their badness has become abundant. (Joel 3:13) 

· For before the harvest, when the blossom comes to perfection 
and the bloom becomes a ripening grape, one must also cut off 
the sprigs with pruning shears and must remove the tendrils, 
must lop them off. (Isaiah 18:5) 

· For Yehowah has indignation against all the nations, and rage 
against all their army.  He must devote them to destruction, he 
must give them to the slaughter. (Isaiah 34:2) 
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· For this is what Yehowah of armies, the God of Israel, has said;  
The daughter of Babylon is like a threshing floor.  It is the time to 
tread her down solid.  Yet a little while and the time of the 
harvest must come for her. (Jeremiah 51:33) 

· Let both grow together until the harvest, and in the harvest 
season I will tell the reapers, First collect the weeds and bind 
them in bundles to burn them up, then go to gathering the wheat 
into my storehouse. (Matthew 13:30) 

 


